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SERVICE OF THE MONTH
As we continue to introduce you
to the variety of different Facilities
Management

services

that

we

have available here at Stambridge
Group, this month we would like
to take the opportunity to provide
you with more information on our
gardening division.

Regular

maintenance

is

certainly

necessary

for

any

garden to stay looking its best, thus, Stambridge Group
provides a comprehensive range of gardening services.

LAWN MOWING &

TRIMMING & WEEDING

JET WASHING

HEDGE TRIMMING

TREE REMOVAL &
PLANTING & RESEEDING

SPRINKLER & WATERING
LANDSCAPING

Whether

you
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contract

gardeners

for

the

daily

upkeep

of

garden

areas

or

specialist landscape maintenance, we've got you covered.



We provide a full range of effective Facilities Management gardening services to get
garden spaces looking their best.

Stambridge Group has a highly professional team at the ready, fully trained to meet all
of your gardening needs. We offer a unique service so that we can cater to a variety of
specific job requirements.



Contract and One-Off Garden Maintenance Services are also available.

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Tony Blythe & James Hale


Both James and Tony work in one

of our Further Education contracts
at Colchester University Campus, as
part of our University of Essex
contract. Their main duties consist of
Covid-19 compliance and student
well-being in and around the study
areas, across campus.


James and Tony have shone in
recent months, with their ability to
be both friendly and assertive in
implementing Covid-19 regulations,
as requested by the University. 


They have built many respected
relationships with students and
members of staff on-site, coming to
the attention of Head of Security
Thomas Brown, with positive
feedback being presented to the
site’s dedicated Operations Manager. 


Not only have James and Tony
fulfilled their roles on-site to a high
standard, they have also developed
and built upon their customer
service capabilities, gained from a
plethora of experience within the
Licenced Security Industry.


Well done to both of you and thank you for your ongoing efforts!


THANK YOU JAMES & TONY
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Starting on the 1st October 2021, the
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From then on out, you must have

and Vehicle Immobilisation.
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top-up training before you can apply

The new regulations mean you must

for the Door Supervisor and Security

have a First Aid qualification before

Guard Licences.



taking Door Supervisor or Security
Guard Licence training.


These changes include renewals.


This month we have succeeded in holding an SIA Door Supervisor Course at
our Head Office Training Centre, with our course framework being extended
to come in line with the new changes implemented by the SIA, we keep
up-to-date with all changes and requirements so you don’t have to!

Upcoming Training Courses In April


SIA DOOR SUPERVISOR


(due to high level of demand on our March course)

visit www.stambridge.group/training for more information

POSITIVE FEEDBACK
I wanted to congratulate you on the

great team and staff you have on
Essex Campus; specifically, James and
Tony, who have been very friendly but
also firm and consistent in keeping
the rules and regulations at the
university to the best standards,
keeping all staff and students safe
from Covid-19, and also, keeping the
general security on site.

 

I felt like these two needed some sort
of recognition for their hard work and
friendly attitude in these hard times.

Thank you,


Yours faithfully, 

Thomas Brown BA Hons

Head of Security

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
Jamie Spiers is the Group Operations

Director here at Stambridge. He has
stood solidly beside the Group MD for
over 10 years. Jamie's key qualities differ
slightly from those of Patrick's, Jamie is
passionate, determined and focused.



His 'hands-on' attitude means he likes to
get down and dirty with it! Give him a
megaphone and a crowd and he is in his
happy place. Whilst his experience does
span across the entire business, he will
openly admit that the majority of his
success he has found is at the numerous
indoor/outdoor events and festivals
throughout the year. 



JAMIE SPIERS


OPERATIONS DIRECTOR

He is an industry professional and his
'can-do' attitude is infectious. You'll find
yourself dancing in the middle of a
muddy field with him in no time. More
recently he has turned his hand to
delivering expert SIA training on behalf
of Stambridge Group, where his
classroom manner brings a modern
approach to learning and best practice.



Take a bow young man.

